Off-equilibrium response of grafted polymer chains subject to a variable rate of compression.
We present Brownian dynamics simulations of single grafted semiflexible chains (i.e., "polymer mushrooms") with varying persistence lengths, intra-chain interactions, and subject to confinement. The results from different rates of compression are presented in the cases of an approaching infinite plane and a paraboloid tip. We discuss the different behaviour observed for grafted chains with strong and weak self-attraction (i.e., "hard" and "soft" polymer mushrooms). In both cases the effect on the size and shape is more pronounced for a slow compression rate, especially for "hard mushrooms". We have also studied the relaxation of the chain while the compressing plane is maintained, and when it is removed suddenly. We find that the response depends strongly on the time allowed for relaxation in the compressed state. When using instead a paraboloid tip, the overall effects are similar yet less pronounced because the chain can dodge the confining object via an "escape transition."